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	Incomparable Quality. 
Exceptional Performance.		
		









Known by the company we keep.
Chefs choose Montague for durability, performance, and attention to detail.

shop products						
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We Keep You Cooking
From aspiring chefs to accomplished culinary pros, we help fuel success with custom solutions to show off your skills at every point of your career.
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Legend Heavy Duty Equipment 


Craftmanship and durability for the high-volume kitchen 
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Hearthbake Pizza Oven


Montague performance and quality 
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Island Suites


Every Order is Special. It’s not just about what works. It’s about what works for you. 
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Convection Ovens


Craftsmanship and durability for the high-volume kitchen.


   







	








We have earned our reputation
From powerful cooking equipment to precision refrigeration and much more, Montague continues to innovate commercial kitchens through industry-leading technology and craftsmanship.








Knowing that our customers are the very reason our tradition continues, we listen.
Our Customers
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		The Dunwoody Country Club

				Dunwoody, GA
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Chef wolfgang puck and the montague charcoal grill

Link
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            Grateful to @JS2designs for visiting us in San Fra
            [image: Grateful to @JS2designs for visiting us in San Francisco to explore what's cooking at The Montague Company! Your time and interest mean the world to us as we continue innovating in the culinary world. Looking forward to more collaborations ahead! #MontagueInnovation]
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            Starting off the new year with gratitude! The Mont
            [image: Starting off the new year with gratitude! The Montague Company celebrates over a decade-long partnership with Disneyland, thanking Mickey and Minnie for their exceptional hospitality during the executive team’s recent strategy meeting. Here's to a continued journey of collaboration and success in 2024! 🎉 #MontagueMagic #NewYearNewMontague]
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            Wishing you joy, love, and unforgettable moments t
            [image: Wishing you joy, love, and unforgettable moments this holiday season! 🎄✨ Happy holidays and a wonderful New Year from all of us at Montague. #SeasonsGreetings]
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            Grateful for two incredible years of partnership w
            [image: Grateful for two incredible years of partnership with the Ali Group. The Montague Company is honored to contribute to the impactful work of the Ali Group team. Here's to continued collaboration and success! #MontaguePartnership #AliGroupFS]
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            Thank you to the Culinary Institute of America for
            [image: Thank you to the Culinary Institute of America for our ongoing partnership. Proud to represent Montague Company at Food Equipment Manufacturer’s Day at CIA. Grateful to connect with the young culinary minds in attendance. #CulinaryRelationship #MontagueCompany #CIAEvents]
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            Our very own sales representative LMS Associates i
            [image: Our very own sales representative LMS Associates is now additionally covering MAFSI Region 14 along with MAFSI Region 15 representing the Montague Company covering the states of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and western Tennessee. Congratulations and we look forward to working with you more in future endeavors! #NewRepRegion #MontagueReps]
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            The Montague Company was grateful to attend the wo
            [image: The Montague Company was grateful to attend the world's premier hospitality event, HostMilano! The ultimate hub for catering and hospitality professionals, we left connected, informed, and inspired. Thanks to all of the old friends we saw and the new friends we made. Here's to a future of innovation, collaboration, and global insights! #FutureofMontague #HostMilano #AliGroup]
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            Come join us for the Foodservice Design Boot Camp 
            [image: Come join us for the Foodservice Design Boot Camp October 23-26th in New Orleans, Louisiana. Learn how to manage your equipment selection while learning about the design project process. Can't wait to see you all there! Laissez les bon temps rouler! #FoodServiceDesign #MontagueDesign]
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            Unleash Culinary Excellence with the Montague Star
            [image: Unleash Culinary Excellence with the Montague Star Burner!  Precision meets efficiency in the exceptional Montague Star Burner.  Engineered for impeccable heat distribution, it ensures both precision and remarkable efficiency in your cooking endeavors. Ignite your creativity in the kitchen! #MontagueRanges #StarBurner]
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            Our sales team had an incredible experience at the
            [image: Our sales team had an incredible experience at the recent Ali University in Vernon Hills, IL. The Montague Company was proud to show off our new commercial electric equipment. A true pleasure meeting and working with the consultants and the Ali group members in attendence. The journey of collaboration and growth continues as we pave the way for culinary excellence together!  #FoodService #AliGroup #MontagueElectric]
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Phone: (510) 785-8822 | Toll Free: (800) 345-1830 | Email: Domsales@montague-inc.com



Copyright © 2024 Montague
Terms and ConditionsPrivacy Policy
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